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Joy Ahn Ngu is the fashion-forward mother of two who has helped her parents, beloved
Pastor Ché Ahn and his dynamic wife Pastor Sue Ahn, add and develop a media branch to
their internationally-recognized Christian networks including Harvest Rock Church in
Pasadena, California and HIM International Ministries which comprises tens of thousands of
churches worldwide. Poised for success, Joy was raised in the Christian ministry from the
early days when her parents would hold services within their own home for just friends and
family.
Soon, though, the ministry grew and the Ahn family name became synonymous with Evangelical
Family success stories. “My parents have always sought to be vulnerable and to use our family
experiences as testimony whenever possible,” Joy explains, “which is why I believe that we are
relatable and likable and have had a profound impact in the communities they Pastor.”
Today, Joy Ahn Ngu lives in Pasadena, California with her husband and two small children. She
is the executive producer and co-host on the hit show on God TV- Equipping the Saints with
Ché Ahn - where sought-after Christian leaders such as Cindy Jacobs and Mark Chironna
discuss a multitude of fascinating topics and everyday interests. “The show was entirely my
father’s vision. What I love about my dad is his ability to relate empathetically to all people. I
have a deep respect for him because he is Kingdom minded - to him it is always about how he
can help others,” Joy explains, “The show provides a look inside personal relationships, personal
stories, and very real vulnerable moments. It’s very special and like nothing else, because it
brings internationally recognized preachers, evangelists, leaders and prophets into a safe space
and introduces the viewer to their most relatable sides.”
Equipping the Saints with Ché Ahn airs Tuesdays at 8:30pm EST on GOD TV!
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